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Look for iguanas creeping through the spiky brush. — Shutterstock

The Okavango Delta expands with floodwaters, and attracts famed African species. — Shutterstock

Uluru is home to the spirit ancestors of the Anangu. — Shutterstock

Athousand kilometers from mainland
South America, life on the Galapagos

follows different rules. Cormorants can’t fly.
Iguanas can swim. Tortoises live nearly 200
years. The islands are famed, of course, as
the place where Charles Darwin developed
his ideas on evolution by natural selection.
The process is more obvious here than
elsewhere on Earth, since animals that oth-
erwise look alike diverge subtly from island
to island, depending on their environment.
You’ll find blue-footed boobies performing
cartoonish mating dances, creeping

colonies of iguanas, penguins zooming
underwater, and fur seals lounging on vol-
canic rocks. Even 200 years after Darwin’s
journey on the HMS Beagle, visitors contin-
ue to be astonished by the archipelago’s
stunning diversity. Ecotourism is central to
everything on the 17 islands of the
Galapagos National Park - the airport is
made from mostly recycled materials and
runs on wind and solar power, and each
municipality has a strict sustainability plan.

At sunset, when its wavy walls blaze
gold, Uluru looks like a ship on fire in a

desert sea. Rising to 1142ft (348m), the
sandstone monolith seizes your eyes from
miles away. It’s easy to see why it’s a
sacred site. The Anangu people, the area’s
original inhabitants, believe it’s still home to
spirit ancestors like the python woman
Kuniya and the hare-wallaby people, the
Mala. But it’s become an icon to all
Australians, a symbolic heart beating in the
country’s Red Centre. Until 2017, visitors

were allowed to summit Uluru, which went
against the wishes of the Anangu, who wor-
ried about degradation and climber injuries.
There are dozens of far more rewarding
things to do - join a ranger-guided walk
past sacred waterholes; spot kangaroos
hopping through the spinifex; and learn
about the Anangu at the cultural center,
where there is a fantastic display on tjukur-
pa, the creation period.

This beautiful wilderness is one of
Africa’s most compelling safari desti-

nations. Each year, the floodwaters of the
Okavango River arrive from the Angolan
highlands and expand this unique
ecosystem to almost 7722 sq miles
(20,000 sq km), sustaining vast quantities
of wildlife. Along with 4WD safaris, visitors
can explore by powerboat and traditional
mokoro (dugout canoe). As the mokoro is
poled silently through the shallow reed-
lined channels you are immersed in the
environment, hearing every bird and ani-
mal call, witnessing the mightiest of ele-
phants crossing your path and the small-
est of frogs clinging to the grass. With
development and visitor numbers in the
delta strictly regulated to protect the envi-
ronment, the Okavango is one of the most
exclusive destinations on the planet. But
for adventurous souls who can handle a
4WD and don’t mind camping, there are
affordable options within the delta’s
Moremi Game Reserve.
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